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Executive Summary
This deliverable provides a technical description for the data management concept for the
large-scale lifelong learning data. This case study focuses on the data management aspects of
the data that is extracted from the eTwinning platform. More than thirty countries in Europe
participate in eTwinning and the eTwinning platform provides a central point for teachers.
The Lifelong Learning Project Tellnet aims to explore, manage and support eTwinning as a
lifelong learning system and study it using novel tools such as network theory and Social
Network Analysis (SNA). Social network analysis views social relationships in terms of
network theory consisting of nodes and ties. Nodes are the individual actors within the
networks, and ties are the relationships between the actors. The aim of this deliverable is to
establish the first Tellnet datamodel that allows studying eTwininng as such network. First,
the aim is to understand what kind of relationships can be identified in eTwinning and, most
importantly for this deliverable, whether evidence of such relationships can be extracted from
the data on the eTwinning platform. The second challenge comes with the management of
data, especially because of its great volume, and continuous and exponential growth. In
addition, it is also challenging to specify and realise a set of efficient support tool for
exploring such data.
In the Tellnet workpackage 2, the issues related with large-scale data management for lifelong
learning systems such as eTwinning are studied. Since over 100,000 teachers have registered
on the eTwinning platform, it can be expected that the numbers of cooperation projects,
messages using the internal system and other interactions will increased correspondingly. Our
approach is to create a data warehouse for the eTwinning data for further social network
analysis (SNA) with the following steps. First, the data source received from the eTwinning
platform is checked on both missing and wrong values as well as wrong references. After the
data cleaning process, this huge data set is transformed based on a datamodel and stored into
the eTwinning data warehouse for further data analysis. Requirements coming from the
Tellnet partners put prerequisites for some of the data warehouse tables. In addition data
processing takes place on the fly for calculation and storing measures that are frequently
required but are computed with delay.
The data warehouse is able to support application of advanced analysis and visualization
techniques defined in the next work packages. Social network analysis (SNA) methods can be
well applied to explore interactions between teachers. On the network data model, teachers
are represented as nodes and any kind of collaborations as edges between the nodes. Certain
SNA based centrality measure can further discover what kind of roles teachers are playing in
eTwinning. These results will be valuable to understand lifelong learning systems in general,
and they can also become useful for eTwinning to maintain and promote more cooperation
activities among European school teachers. Improvement and refinement of this data
warehouse is planned in the future tasks, as the first model is delivered in Year 1 of the three
year long project.
This deliverable is the outcome of task 2.1 devoted to the data management. The D.3.1 from
the WP3 takes the deliverable information as a basis for defining trends arising from the
established eTwinning networks. Moreover, the deliverable contribute to the D.4.1.2 and
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D.4.2 as it provides an early look on the teacher networks helping defining challenges as well
defining future objectives.
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1. Introduction
This deliverable provides a technical description for the data management concept of the
large-scale lifelong learning data. This case study focuses on the data management aspects of
the data that is extracted from the eTwinning platform. The eTwinning1 action is defined as
the community for schools in Europe. It promotes teacher and school collaboration through
the use of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT). More than thirty countries in
Europe participate in eTwinning and the eTwinning platform provides a central point for
teachers. Teachers from all participating countries can register on the eTwining platform and
use the eTwinning online tools to find each other, meet virtually, exchange ideas and practice
examples, team up in eTwinning Groups, learn together in Learning Events and engage in
online-based projects. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the eTwinning web site.

Figure 1 eTwinning Portal at www.etwinning.net
The eTwinning platform is provided by the Central Support Service (CSS), the coordinating
body of eTwinning run by European Schoolnet. Since 2005, eTwinning has been one of the
most successful actions of the school education programme (Comenius) under the European
Union’s Lifelong Learning Programme. “eTwinning 2.0 Building the community for schools
in Europe” [CGGJ10] offers a comprehensive view on eTwinning and its move towards using
Web 2.0 technologies to support building community for European schools.
eTwinning can be considered as a lifelong learning platform. Lifelong learning activities are
not restricted to physical places or to learning institutions, and can take place anywhere by
utilizing modern technologies for its purposes [KCD+07]. eTwinning can support its users
over the course of their teaching career and the eTwinning projects take place anywhere: at
1

www.etwinning.net
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home, at school, in the classroom or somewhere else. eTwinning supports its users in
collaborating by providing new technologies. A later aim in the Tellnet project is also to
support them in analysing their collaborations and activities and planning their development.
For this document and for the Tellnet project, it is important to understand two timeframes for
the development of the eTwinning platform:
1. September 2008 until October 2010
2. From October 2010 onwards which marks the launch of the new Desktop with more
elaborated Web 2.0 features
Version 1 of the Tellnet datamodel is presented in this deliverable. The work to conceive the
datamodel took place in Spring 2010, i.e. during the first timeframe introduced above, and the
first data extractions from the eTwinning platform took place in June and in November 2010.
These datasets consists of the following; teacher and the affiliation to a school in a given
country and activities that the teacher have done on the eTwinning platform aiming to
demonstrate interactions among eTwinners. Version 2 of the datamodel will be considered for
the second half of the project.
The limitation of the Tellnet project is that it can only focus on the data that can be extracted
from the eTwinning platform, leaving out the rich part of eTwinning collaboration that takes
place in real world where people meet in face-to-face situation (e.g. workshops, events).
Moreover, the eTwinning platform relies on two different types of technologies, and for the
start, meaningful data extractions for the Tellnet project are possible only on activities that
take place on some of the tools. Nevertheless, acknowledging this fact and considering the
Tellnet study as a first step, we can focus on the novel approach provided by the project.
In the following deliverable, a short introduction is given to reason why social network theory
and social network analysis are used to study eTwinning, after that, the Tellnet datamodel is
introduced. The following section explains data warehouse and the processes for extraction,
transformation and loading used to transfer aggregated data from the operational database into
the data warehouse to eventually deliver some automated social network analyses and
visualizations of the data. A number of challenges for the data management are elaborated,
such as missing or irrelevant values and wrong references. Moreover, as the data set changes
over the course of time, it is important to take these dynamics into consideration for the
requirements of the data warehouse to deal with these issues. Lastly, some examples are given
of query examples using measures of Social Network Analysis.

1.1.

Social network theory to study teacher collaboration

The novel approach provided by the Tellnet project is to study teachers’ online collaboration
networks through the use of network theory and see them as a rich source of social capital
which provide a plenitude of informal professional development opportunities for the
participating teachers. The key for such opportunities to emerge is collaboration and
interactions among participants. As a case study for this, we use eTwinning and the data that
we can extract from the eTwinning platform.
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The Tellnet partners take a position that views social relationships in terms of network theory
consisting of nodes and ties, also called edges, links, or connections [WaFa94]. These
connections can be created with the help of Information and Communication Technologies
and the Web 2.0 tools, as well as they could be created in a traditional face-to-face setting.
Studying eTwinning is interesting as it offers a variety of Professional Development
opportunities for teachers, both in online and off-line (i.e. face-to-face) and formal and
informal context [Vuor10].

Figure 2. The first ever network visualisation of the eTwinning project collaboration network
was created in 2009 [BKCV09].
Social network represents interdependencies between the nodes and ties of which it is created.
They can, for example, be friendship, kinship, common interest and relationships of
knowledge exchange. The history of social network analysis developed in the kinships studies
in the 1950’s urbanisation studies in England2. Through these relationships, a graph of the
network can be created. By studying the network graph and its shape, the value of the network
for the individuals who participate in it can be studied. Rather than treating individuals as
units of analysis, social network analysis focuses on how the structure of ties affects
individuals and their relationships and how it can be used to better understand, for example,
social influence and social capital3, the value of social relations, within the network, in this
case, a collaboration network for teachers’ professional development.
2
3

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_network#History_of_social_network_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_capital
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In eTwinning, an individual teacher or a school can be considered as a node and the various
activities between them as network relationships, i.e. ties. Examples of ties that can be found
in eTwinning are naturally the exchange that takes place between teachers who collaborate on
an online-based project together (Figure 1). The first steps to studying eTwinning project
collaboration through social network analysis are elaborated in [BKCV09], which also can be
considered as an inspiration for the Tellnet project.
Apart from the project collaboration network, other types of network can be identified in
eTwinning. During the first timeframe (a prior to Oct 2010), a number of them could be
elaborated as the following:
• Contact-list network where the ties between nodes are contacts that eTwinners have
added to their contact-list for potential project partnerships;
• Messaging network where the ties between nodes are the messages that eTwinners
have sent to each other using the internal messaging system on the platform;
• Wall-posting network where the ties between nodes are the comments that eTwinners
have left on each others “wall”;
• Blog network where the ties between nodes are the comments that eTwinners have left
on each others blogs;
• Guest book commenting network where the ties between nodes are the comments that
eTwinners have left on each others Guest book.
Once data and its interconnections with any of the above mentioned networks are established,
measures in social network analysis can be used to study it. Some of the most relevant
measures to study a lifelong learning collaboration network are proposed in Section 3.2 of this
document and future research in Tellnet will establish their usefulness for this purpose.

2. Tellnet Data model (version 1)
The eTwinnng network data set can be considered from different perspectives. Considering
the data requirements that were communicated to the WP2 by the project partners, we
examined three different levels of the eTwinning network data according to the scale: from
individual teacher to the whole teachers’ network.
This data model serves as the tranformation scheme from the original data source to the
Tellnet data warehouse, which is an important step for large-scale data management.
3.1. Teacher level
The information that should be available on the teacher level is depicted in Figure 3. It
describes most of the teachers’ properties or attributes including teacher identifications,
school identifications, registration dates, countries of affiliation and the others. For the
observation of the eTwinning data on the teacher level it is important to scrutinize teacher
interactions: performed projects, sent and received messages using the internal system, blog
comments and contact lists. For each of these interactions some properties have to be
identified, e.g. a time point and an identification of a message/post/comment.
Inspecting such information, teachers’ activities can be analyzed. The information may
include not only some properties that teachers already know, but can include some other
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factors that can be calculated based on their activities over the course of time. We discuss the
factors further on.

Figure 3. Teacher’s Entity Relationship Diagram
3.2. Community level
The community level is based on teachers’ affiliations and activities. Following these two
perspectives we study communities of teachers that are organized in groups by means of
projects and communities of colleagues working in the same school correspondingly. The
teachers working in the same project are interacting with each other already by being in the
project. Various interactions between the teachers can be revealed. Moreover, on the
community level it should be possible for teachers to compare their own activities with each
other.
3.3. Network level
In the network level we examine collaborations of teachers within the eTwinning network.
The entity relationship diagram depicted in Figure 4 explains what data is considered in the
network level. We can observe the cooperation relationships among teachers in the following
aspects – those teachers
• work on same projects;
• write comments on projects of other teachers;
• write/receive comments on blogs of teachers;
• write/receive messages using the internal system;
• is part of the contact list
• writings on the teacher wall
All teacher activities are time stamped thus it is always possible to choose activities
performed in a particular time interval. Furthermore, on the network level distinctions can be
made between teacher properties like countries, their affiliation types and their registration
dates.
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Figure 4 Entity relationship diagram for data management in Tellnet
3.4. Data model extension
We have considered three levels that should be covered by data management system for
providing different perspectives to the data coming from the eTwinning network. The levels
are already covered in the initial data model that European Schoolnet uses for the purposes of
eTwinning, though the performance of some queries takes a considerable amount of time and
resources. For example, the execution of some queries is carried out on joins of several
tables. Therefore, we have extended the model by providing a number of foreign keys:
•
•
•
•

TwinBlogPost stores the posts of teachers to the particular blog. A project possesses a
blog. The foreign key with projectID information was added to avoid additional query
to the TwinBlog table
TwinBlogComment stores the comments to blog posts. For extracting the network of
teachers based on blogs and comments to them as a matter of cooperation,
postedAuthorID was added into the table
ProjectMember includes teacherID foreign key. Thankfully to the key it is quick to get
information about awards a teacher has ever had
QualityLabel becomes additional foreign key teacherID that makes it easy to get
information about teacher competences
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Figure 5. The Tellnet data model (version 1), an extended data model of eTwinning.
Some of the most important parameters are explained in Annex 1.
We extended the data model by adding the new table CollaborationRelation that simplifies
the search of teachers that collaborate with each other in a project.
Moreover, it is important to note that all the data acquired and processed by the Tellnet
project complies strictly to the Article II.10 of the eTwinning service contract that has strict
provisions regarding the use of the data and, in particular, the Tellnet project has complied
with article II.10.4, as it requires the Agency to give specific prior written authorization for
the use of any eTwinning information outside of the context of the contract.

3. Tellnet data warehouse
The detail information about data warehouse establishment is introduced in the following
parts. Basic knowledge about social network analysis is introduced, which is our starting
point of using the data warehouse approach. The first use case of the data warehouse is
demonstrated.
3.1. Data extraction
As we explained earlier, the first warehouse layer performs extraction, transformation and
load of the data. The process of extraction deals with existing data sources. The data is
extracted from the data sources using different methods. In our case, the eTwinning
coordinators provided the latest version of data dump iteratively. They export data from the
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eTwinning database into CSV files and upload them to the web site. We implemented a script
that allows automatic updates of our database. The script checks all data sources on the web
site and defines which CSV files were updated. The new files are downloaded and afterwards
the data is imported into our data storage. All values in the tables that do not belong to the
initial data model of eTwinning and were created automatically like CollaborationRelation,
Centrality and MeanStd will be recalculated according to the new data.
Table Name
Affectation
Institution
MyContact
Prize
PrizeComment
Project
ProjectGuestBook
ProjectMember
QualityLabel
Teacher
TeacherWall
TwinBlog
TwinBlogComment
TwinBlogPost
Sum

Amount of Rows
99886
71988
464780
892
441
17392
3460
66145
4886
133693
34900
15235
2950
31163
947811

Errors (Rejected)
2
0
17
4
4
0
31
298
0
0
5
2
821
20
1204

Error Rate
0.00002
0
0.000037
0.0045
0.0091
0
0.009
0.0045
0
0
0.00014
0.00013
0.2783
0.00064
0.0013

Table 3 Some early statistical information with a number of errors of eTwinning data (1st
dump set, June 2010)
Before we extract the data from the data sources we check the data consistency. The statistics
of each table with its error rates is listed in Table 3. In most cases we omitted values with
errors. Furthermore, we informed colleagues from Tellnet about some problems so that they
can repair values if it is possible.
Even though eTwinning data is generated and extracted from the eTwinning platform, we
need to define an approach to deal with errors in the data tables. Then appropriate data
cleaning methods can be applied. Depending on the roles of the missing values, the missing
values can be ignored, be filled by default values, or be deleted.
Table 3 shows information about missing values. We can neglect error correction of those
tables with a low rate of erroneous records, less than 1%. Some values have a high number of
erroneous values thus we repair the data set.
Teachers’ country information is identical to one’s school location collected from the table of
teachers’ schools, if country information is missing in the teacher table. So after our data
correction process, only two teachers cannot be assigned with correct country, and the error
rate reduces to 0.0012%.
The TwinBlogComment table contains two foreign keys, namely blogPostId and blogId,
which reference to IDs of corresponding posts and blogs respectively. 883 blog comments
reference to non-existing blogs according to Table 4. If we delete them all, the remaining blog
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comments may be less representative. References from blog posts to corresponding blogs are
stored in the TwinBlogPost table. So after joining the two tables, we can derive the correct
blog ID. After the handling, 822 of the 883 blog comments referencing to non-existing blogs
can be repaired and kept in the database.
Currently, some challenges remain with the eTwinning data, which are also well-known
issues for the eTwinning coordinators. Examples are problematic values such as missing
values of schools and of school area. For now, we omit the data with wrong references like
author information in a project guest book and continue working on these reference problems
with erroneous data.
Type

Table

Unknown
/Wrong value

Amount

missing values

teacher

country

129377

school
teacher
area
region
country
creation date
minimal age
maximum age
project
teacher
author

49310
212
26002
635
2
2
12
8
330
24
14

Proportion to
the whole
number
79,21%, when
corrected
0.0012%
30,19%
0,26%
31,83%
0,77%
0,002%
0,002%
0,06%
0,04%
0,44%
0,03%
0,32%

blog post
blog
project

143
883
1

3,68%
22,7%
0,1%

institution

impossible
values
wrong
reference

project
project
member
project guest
book
twin blog
comment
prize

Table 4 Error rate of wrong or unknown data in eTwinning
3.2. Transformation and load into Tellnet data warehouse for social network analysis
The transformation is based on the data model proposed previously. Thus, the extracted data
is stored in our IBM DB2 database in line with the transformation process. The Tellnet data
warehouse should support data analysis well. Any data can be returned by performing SQL
queries directly on the database through the database client, from a programmed application
using DB2 libraries or through a web service that uses core services of a server responsible
for establishing a connection with the database.
Considering the extracted data we focus on teachers who possess different personal properties
and interact with each other. We will study the data from Social Network Analysis (SNA)
perspective. Our previous research and experiences in applying social network analysis onto
digital libraries shows good results in research cooperation clusters and evolvement in
computer science [PKJa11, PhKl10]. This approach can be well applied in the eTwinning
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network as well. In the following some background knowledge about social network analysis
is introduced. We also list some formulas as references.
A social network consists of nodes and ties, where nodes denote all human and non-human
actors and ties denote the relations between them. A social network can be defined as a graph
G = (V, E, w), where V denotes the set of nodes in the social network, E the set of ties (edges)
between the nodes and w the possibly existing weight function for the edges. The edges may
be directed, undirected, or of mixed type. The nodes differentiate on their positions in
networks; those particularly belong on a number of edges they, their neighbours and other
nodes in networks have.
Nodes’ positions, importance or centrality can be calculated using different measures. The
centrality is one of the measures and one of the most important terms in SNA [Free79], which
denotes nodes' positions and importance in network. There are three most popular centrality
measures: degree centrality, closeness centrality, and betweenness centrality [Kreb07].
3.2.1 Degree centrality is one of the simplest centralities. For an undirected graph, the degree
centrality of a node
is defined as a number of edges a node has. For example, with the
Tellnet data, we consider project cooperation as undirected graph. For a directed graph, we
distinguish between two degree centralities: indegree and outdegree centrality. The indegree
centrality is a number of edges directed to , for example, an eTwinner’s blog entry is
commented by somebody else. The outdegree centrality is a number of edges that direct from
to others for example, an eTwinner comment the others’ blog entries.
Implication for the Tellnet analysis: A node (e.g. eTwinning teacher) with high degree
centrality is a “connector” or “hub” in the network. That is, this node interacts with others
more actively as she has a high number of incoming/outgoing edges. In the future, we are
interested in using this information, for example, in creating so called “eTwinning personas”
to explain certain behavior of a certain segment of users in the network (e.g. eTwinning
persona of Maria, the enthusiastic eTwinner). The theme of eTwinning personas will be
discussed in details in D 4.1.
3.2.2. Closeness centrality of a node
is defined as the inverse of a sum of distances
between and all other nodes in a network:

This centrality shows how close it is from a node to the other nodes. The nodes with a small
closeness are located near to the center of a network and not far from any other node.
Implication for the Tellnet analysis: This node may have the best visibility into what is
happening in the network and be in an excellent position to monitor the information in the
network [Kreb07]. The nodes with closeness converges to 0 are far away from the center This
indicates that nodes have a long distances to the other nodes on average.
According to the current analysis of the eTwinning network data, this network consists of
many nodes and relatively few edges. The nodes may not be connected to other nodes in the
network or connected between each other only but not to major nodes. Such isolated nodes or
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set of nodes called disconnected components infer problems for calculations of closeness
centrality. The distance is infinite, if nodes are disconnected. Therefore, the closeness
centrality cannot be calculated in a network with disconnected components [WaFa94].
Currently, the entire eTwinning network is not strongly connected according to our data
analysis, a piece of information which is important for better understanding and supporting a
lifelong learning network such as eTwinning. Moreover, we will be interested in keeping
focus on the aspect of the network to see whether any changes may occur during the Tellnet’s
lifetime. As there are many isolated nodes or disconnected components, the following
definition of closeness is applied [Dang06]:

3.2.3. Betweenness centrality of a node
indicates the influence of the
on
communications between other nodes. A node with just few ties can also play an important
“broker” role, if it is the only one node that connects a group of nodes with the other group of
nodes [Free77], The betweenness centrality of is defined as:

where
denotes the number of shortest paths between any node s and t, and
the number of the corresponding paths containing .

denotes

Implication for the Tellnet analysis: The centralities reflect some kinds of social abilities. The
degree centrality reflects the ability of a teacher to interact/collaborate with others. The
closeness centrality reverberate how a teacher is connected to the other teachers. The
betweenness centrality indicates impact of teachers on other teachers. We can image that a
teacher with high centralities in the eTwinning network should play a significant role in the
eTwinning interactions (e.g. eTwinning persona “Maria as an enthusiastic user” and “Peter as
a network core user”). Hence, centralities are important indicators to measure teachers’
activities of project cooperation, blogs, and messages using the internal system etc.
We have already discussed that eTwinning data is examined as a network with teachers as
nodes and interactions as edges. Such a network view on the data can reveal some interesting
information. Now we define how the measures can be handled efficiently in the warehouse.
Taking the large-scale data into account, we compute centralities and other properties in the
data warehouse and provide information for the data warehouse. Considering each day,
hundreds of activities are performed by teachers, thus their positions in network and their
properties may changes. Although changes can be followed on the fly, we calculated the
centralities on the batch in order to make these time-consuming tasks be operated easily.
Teachers have a number of properties and different possibilities for interaction. All properties
and interactions that may change over the course, we take factors into consideration for
further measure. We define a factor with an identifier, a description and an assessment
method. Moreover, a factor must be implicit measurable, and the corresponding assessment
method should be realizable in the program code. We have defined two types of factors. One
type of factors can be easily calculated by performing SQL queries. The other type requires
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the performance of SNA algorithm to calculate centralities for this type of factors. Some SNA
calculations, such as the closeness or betweenness centrality in large network, are rather timecostly. The complexity of the function for calculation the betweenness centrality is O(N×E),
where N denotes the amount of nodes and E denotes the edge amount in a network. For
instance, for the eTwinning network where all connected nodes (8764) and edges (14367) are
originated till 1st of January, 2008 the calculation takes about 2 minutes; for the 1st of
November, 2010 network state with 28905 nodes and 584990 connections the calculation
takes over 1 hour.
To solve the problem with time-consuming calculations, we measure centralities and store the
calculation results in the database. The table Centrality stores various types of centralities
results for each teacher at each measuring time point. When a centrality value at a certain
timestamp is required, a data entry, whose measure time is mostly closed to the required
timestamp, is returned.
In the next step, we conduct the factor normalization process. All of them should be first of all
handled to calculate the mean and standard deviation for each factor. The calculation of mean
and standard deviation of factors can be realized by SQL instructions estimating the mean and
standard deviation of factors in a returned result set. For the efficiency, we pre-compute a
mean and a standard deviation of each factor at certain measuring time points, and store
results in the MeanAndStd table. When a mean and a standard deviation of a factor are
requested, the approximation at the most close time point to the requested one is passed from
the database.
Many methods for data normalization like the min-max normalization, normalization by
decimal scaling, or z-score exist [HKPe06]. The min-max and decimal scaling methods are
simple to be implement, but their flaw is that outliers can dominate the measurement result
and make results inaccurate. Therefore, we consider Z-score [LaMa00, WKBM04].
3.3 First application of Tellnet data warehouse
The data warehouse explores outcomes of the extraction-transformation-loading process and
the extension that are happening in the data warehouse. Firstly, the data from the data sources
is retrieved, cleaned and uploaded to a database. Secondly, the “analytical processing” of the
data is performed so that the data warehouse has access to all needed information. By
“analytical processing” we understand the creation and update of both the Centrality and the
MeanAndStd tables. For the data warehouse, these tables are necessary to allow an efficient
work and to guarantee the representation of data analysis and reports. Therefore, all three
steps of the Tellnet data warehouse are inevitable in creating a reasonable data management
for the Tellnet data.
In Tellnet data warehouse, we are able to take some precise queries to demonstrate the
advantages of applying the data warehouse techniques. The queries pursuit different aims and
considerately can be used by persons who have different targets according to the data
management of the large-scale eTwinning network data.
•

Nodes filter. The upper and lower boundary of the time interval for nodes can be
chosen. Only teachers that registered in the selected time interval will be visualized.
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•

•
•

Edges filter. User can choose the upper and lower boundary of the time interval for
edges. Only relations that were established in the time interval will be visualized. In
using the edge filter, we can explore some interesting issues. For example, a user can
examine only those interactions, i.e. projects that were registered in June, July or
August.
Edge type selector. The same filter for nodes and edges as it was defined earlier but
edge types are different.
Node and edge property selector. User can choose different graph properties to display
information of teachers and their relations. Teacher properties are country, occupation,
registration year, degree centrality, indegree and outdegree centrality, and closeness,
centrality, betweenness centrality. One of the edge properties is an occurrence
frequency of a relation.

It is important to note that one part of the future work within the WP2, namely D2.3
“Advanced network information visualization service”, will focus on this part of the work.
Here, a few short remarks to the data are already provided.
Both the Centrality and the MeanAndStd tables are used to illustrate Figures 6a and 6b. The
value of the betweenness centrality is retrieved for teachers registered and collaborating in the
project network from 26 December, 2009 till 2nd February, 2010. Their betweenness centrality
is taken close to the 2nd February, 2010, and the mean and the standard deviation for
betweenness centrality are requested for the date close to the 2nd February, 2010. Afterwards,
after all values are delivered, the betweenness centrality can be calculated. As depicted in
Figure 6a, the size of nodes corresponds to the importance of teachers’ roles. The larger nodes
indicate that those teachers play a more important role as a “broker” in the network by
connecting to different clusters of teaches who collaborate within different projects (see
4.2.2), than the smaller nodes. The same procedure is explored for degree centralities (see also
4.2.1.). In Figure 6b, the larger nodes in the project cooperation network indicates that those
teachers who are cooperated on more projects than the other teachers with the smaller nodes.

Figure 6a Nodes size depend on
betweenness centrality

Figure 6b Nodes size depend on degree
centrality

The teacher level and community level discussed in Section 3 is provided by the following
aspects:
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•

In Figure 7, basic information of a teacher is visualized. That includes different factors
measured over the course of time and stored in the data warehouse. These include
factors include amount of projects, the number of sent messages using the internal
messaging system, the number of received messages, the number of written blog
posts, the number of posted project comments, and the number of posted prize
comments. In Figure 7, the example of such basic information is illustrated, namely a
summary of activities of an eTwinning teacher with an ID=39744 (note, the real
identity is not known). The graphic can be changed by avoiding or adding factors and
altering time interval. The MeanAndStd table is used to visualize the network data.
The mean and the standard deviation retrieved from the table are required for all
requested time intervals.

Figure 7 Basic information of the teacher with ID=39744
•

This type of data can be also generated for the whole group of members over a given
period of time by using factor performance of project members. The time period can
be defined as well. The performance of the chosen factor for all teachers that belong to
a selected community is represented in Figure 8. The standard deviation and mean are
taken for the chosen factor approximately for each time point when the factor was
changed.
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Figure 8 Development of a project amount factor of the project with ID=464
•

Lastly, team network as in Figure 9 illustrates how teachers in a selected project
collaborate with each other. One can find out not only edges between teachers that
represent the selected project but also interactions per e-mail, per blog post comments
and prize comments. If teachers collaborate earlier, the edges between them are
thicker. If teachers write messages using the internal system and blog/prize comments,
edges between these teachers are colored in a different color from the project
collaboration color.

Figure 9 Visualisation of a project team network (ID=464)
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3.4. Query examples on Tellnet data warehouse
So far, the Tellnet data warehouse is established. We are able to find out results on various
questions Tellnet users or Tellnet administrators might be interested in. SQL is used to
conduct queries on the data set. We list three SQL examples to show how we implement the
queries in natural language into SQL.
Question 1. How many teachers (who) cooperate on projects and have contacts from their
own countries, and from other countries, when grouped by contacts?
select
n.teacherid,
n.c*10.0
allcon,
COALESCE(m.c*10.0,0.0)
same,
COALESCE(m.c/n.c,0.0) samefrac from (select teacherid, count(contactteacherid) c from
song.mycontact group by teacherid) n left join (select teacherid, count(contactteacherid) c
from (select a.teacherid, a.contactteacherid, b.country c1, c.country c2 from song.mycontact a,
song.teacher b, song.teacher c where a.teacherid = b.id and a.contactteacherid = c.id) where
c1 = c2 group by teacherid) m on m.teacherid = n.teacherid;
Question 2. How many inactive teachers are there who have no activities in project, email and
blog networks?
select count(unique a.teacherid) from song.affectation a where a.status = 2 and a.teacherid
not in (select teacher1 from song.collaborationrelation b union select teacher2 from
song.collaborationrelation b) and a.teacherid not in (select toid from song.teacherwall union
select fromid from song.teacherwall) and a.teacherid not in (select submitter from
song.twinblogcomment union select postauthorid from song.twinblogcomment);
Question 3. Which teachers and projects with projects created since 01.01.2008?
select teacherid, projectid from (select distinct a.teacherid, a.id, pm.projectid from
song.affectation a join song.projectmember pm on pm.affectationid = a.id where
pm.isfounder=0) join song.project p on projectid = p.id where p.creationdate >
TIMESTAMP('2008-01-01 00:00:00.0')

4. Conclusion and future work
We have reported the research and result on data management of large-scale Lifelong
Learning data using eTwinning as a case study. For this purpose, we employ the data
warehouse technique and have established the Tellnet data warehouse. Before dealing with
the data, we pointed out that the new features of Web 2.0-based eTwinning. Web 2.0 make
eTwinning even better suited for a lifelong learning system for European school teachers.
Extracting the data from the data sources and making the required changes accordingly, we
store the data into the data model that we proposed according to Tellnet partners’ needs. The
changes allow us to achieve better efficiency of responses from the database. The extension of
the data model and the computation of some frequently requested values accelerate the work
with the database as well.
In the project Tellnet, the future tasks are dependent or based on the results. Using the Tellnet
data warehouse, we are going to conduct dynamic analysis of the eTwinning network data set.
Particularly, our future work will concern analysis of European school teachers’ social
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networks. We will continue with exploration about how this social network is developing over
the course of time. In the other words, we are going to study how structures of networks
change and what temporal events or persons have influence on the networks. Some
refinement and improvement measures to the Tellnet data warehouse will be conducted
accordingly.
The data warehouse is established locally and can be accessed only from the local network.
For enabling other partners to access the warehouse, a web service needs to be designed and
implemented. The web service allows users to pose queries to the data warehouse and to
receive results independently from the request place. Moreover, the web service assures that
data provided to the partners is secure. In following months we are going to implement the
web service to make possible for other partners to access the warehouse.
Major trends arising from the eTwinning network will be analyzed by Tellnet partners in the
next tasks. The trends can be discovered by preliminary analysis of the Tellnet data
warehouse. Thus, as soon as it will be possible to provide the warehouse access to the partners
they can proceed with defining tendencies in the Tellnet network (Task 3.1, WP 3).
Furthermore, the defined tendencies should be used for exploring changing roles and
expectations of teachers both in the individual and community level. This can be later used for
a workshop resulting in scenarios for future of teacher networking in Europe (Task 4.2, WP
4). Ensuing tasks show us the contributions of the results of Work Package 2 to the other
work packages.
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Annex: Description of the parameters in the Tellnet datamodel v1
Teacher
* isAvailableForEtwinning
(yes/no) This field indicates whether a teacher is available for eTwinning or not. This is
mainly a behind the scenes field for internal tracking
* isAvailableForComenius
(yes/no) This field indicates if a teacher is available for a Comenius Project. This is
something the Teacher can select in their profile
* isAvailableForEtwinningGroup
(yes/no) This field indicates if a teacher is available for an eTwinning Group (or can be
invited to). This is something the teacher can set in their profile
* isAvailableForProject
(yes/no) This field indicates if a teacher is available for a Project. The teacher can set this
value him/herself. When set to No the teacher can not be invited to a Project
* ActivityRate
This is a system field which tracks the activity rate of a Teacher. The value in here is a score
calculated based on various activity criteria (ex: last login, number of messages posted, part in
active project, …)
* Validated
*GalleryStatus

TeacherWall
* Status
Status of the TW message. By default it’s public. Only Public Messages can appear on the
TeacherWall

Affectation
* Type
Type of the Teacher (Person) / Institution Relation (ex: Teacher, National Support Service
(exists in each country), Central Support Service (EUN), Commission, Ambassador, … ) By
default it’s set to Teacher
* UseKit
eTwinning Preference which indicates if the Teacher uses a Project Kit in eTwinning. To
understand what a Kit is you can go here:
http://www.etwinning.net/en/pub/inspiration/kits.htm
* HasLabel
A system value used for the Advanced Search to track if this Affectation has been awarded a
Label. This is not the (European) Quality Label but the Label they’re awarded when they’re a
member of 1 or more active / closed projects
* SearchField
A system generated value for Text Searching (combines various pieces of information like
firstname,lastname,schoolname, … on which an Oracle Text search is performed instead of
searching through all fields seperately)
* Subjects
List of subjects selected by the Teacher
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* SubjectsVocational
List of Vocational subjects selected by the Teacher
* ProjectSubjects
List of Subjects selected by the Teacher he/she is interested in to setup an eTwinning project
* ProjectVocationalSubjects
List of Vocational subjects selected by the Teacher he/she is interested in to setup an
eTwinning project
*Status
*IsDefault

DesktopActivity
This can be ignored as it has been replaced with a more to the point logging system.

ProjectGuestBook
* Message
The message written by a Teacher on a Project Guestbook
* Status
The status of the message. This is always public by default. Only public messages are visible
on the Project Guestbook
*ToID
ToID is ProjectID
*FromID
FromId is TeacherID

ProjectMember
* Status
Status of the Project Member. By default its active/public. Although not used in this context
yet, this could be used to indicate if a member is still active or not in the Project.
* JoinStatus
Join Status of the Project Member. When a Teacher is invited to join a Project they have to
accept the invitation. Until they do the JoinStatus is set to Pending. Once they accept it’s set
to Approved. If they reject their removed from the projects (pending) member list.
*NSS_Status
*NSS_Comments

Prize
* Category
The list cam change from year to year. In 2010 it was: pupils age 4-11 (1); pupils age 12-15 (2); pupils age 16-19
(3); Category of the Prize it was submitted for (ex: age range 5-10)

* IsScienceProject
This means that the content of the project deals with science, usually within MST (Math,
science and technology)
* Pedagogical Innovation
A (free text) description of the Pedagogical Innovation practices applied in the Project
* Partner Collaboration
A (free text) description of the collaboration between partners in the Project
* CreativeICTUse
A (free text) description of any Creative Use of ICT in the project
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* SpecialCategory
A system constructed value to indicate if they take part in another special category which isn’t
always defined for each Prize Season
* OtherAwards
*Context
*Period
*Comments
*Partners

Project
* WorkProcess
A (free text) description of how they will work in the project. This is used by the NSS to
evaluate the Project request.
* Results
A (free text) description of the expected results/outcomes of the project.
* GuestStatus
A project has 2 founders. A teacher (A) submits the project information and at the same time
invites the other teacher/founder (B). The project however can not be moderated until
Teacher B accepted the Project request by Teacher A. This is tracked in this field.
*Subjects
Same subjects are used as in ProjectSubjects in Affectation entity
*Tools
*Aims
*Status
The status relates to the Project only. Possible status are: Waiting (either for partner approval or nss approval);
Approved/Active; Closed; Rejected; Special status (which can indicate a hidden or test project, rarely used)

*GuestApprovalDate

QualityLabel
* UseOfICT
A (free text) description on the Use of ICT in the project.
* ResultsBenefits
A (free text) description on the Results and Benefits that came out of the project.
* EuropeanDimension
A (free text) description on the European Dimension for this project.
* InnovationCreativity
A (free text) description of the applied Innovative and Creative practices within the project.
* Sustainability
A (free text) description of the Sustainability of the project.
* OtherAwards
A (free text) description of any other Awards this project has been awarded with.
* PartnerCollaboration
A (free text) description of the collaboration between partners in the Project
* Status
Quality label has to be moderated. The different status are: Pending for moderation;
Approved/Granted; Rejected
*HasReceivedEQL
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*HasReceivedEQLPeriod
The fields show if the teacher with AffectionID that participate in ProjectID has ever get EQL
and when.

Instutution
* CountyAbroad

ProjectGallery
* Aims
*PedagogicalValue
*UseOfICT
*Workprogress
*Outcome
*Evaluation
*Impacts
*LessonsLearned
*Tips (free-text)
*Status

Inactive
* 1 = Active
* 2 = Inactive
* 98 = 'Deleted' affectations (from the old database, replaced now with the flag_delete =
1 value instead)
* 0, 50, 97 and 99 are system related (test) values which can be ignored
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